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OUTLINE

For close to a full year, now, the world has come to realize in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic 

what should have been clear to everyone for far longer: that true heroes aren’t defi ned by superpowers 

or stories told in movies or comic books.  True heroes are all around us, demonstrating each day humanity, 

service to others, and tireless efforts to do their part to help the best they can, however they can, in the 

face of monumental challenge.

So many faces have emerged to touch and inspire us all with the work they have done to care for com-

plete strangers throughout an uncertain time and unprecedented health crisis.  Doctors, nurses, workers 

providing essential services, and others on the front lines have proven time and again to be heroes de-

serving of our utter respect and appreciation, so it is why we are writing you today to demonstrate just a 

small measure of our collective thanks for your continuing efforts.

The Montreal Canadiens, in proud partnership with IGA, would like to formally invite you and members of 

your immediate family to be the sole attendees at an upcoming Canadiens game at the Bell Centre.  You 

will have the comfort of a luxury suite to yourself in a safe and secure environment, and around the game 

it would be our honor to salute your work both on our digital channels and in-broadcast.  In addition to 

living this very unique experience, IGA would like to offer you $1,000 in groceries redeemable at any of 

their stores.

It is our absolute privilege to host you in our “Hero Suite” in the coming weeks.  We look forward to hear-

ing you and your family cheer on our Canadiens as loud as you can – in this unique setting, the players 

will be certain to hear and appreciate your voice as much as they appreciate everything you’ve done and 

continue to do in our community.
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